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BACKGROUND

AIM

• As hospital systems grow in size and complexity, they face challenges
in managing patient flow through various services.
• University of Colorado Health developed the “Triagist” within the
Department of Hospital Medicine to coordinate patient flow into the
appropriate hospital medicine teams from various inputs, to address
this emerging problem.
• The medical “Triagist” position was been initially trialed as one day
shifts tasked to APPs, with plans to make this a full time position.
Inefficiencies and poor satisfaction were frequent complaints.
• The Health Innovations Scholar Program (HISP) is an intensive
training program for pre-clinical medical students who seek to lead
innovative transformation of American healthcare.
• The HISP 2018 cohort of 7 pre-clinical medical students was charged
with optimizing the Triagist role within the Department of Hospital
Medicine at UCH.

To optimize the Triagist position by (1) streamlining the triaging
processes and (2) integrating clinical decision making within the role to
improve patient placement and improve job satisfaction

METHODS

ORIGINAL STATE
Two important opportunities for improvement were identified:
1. Inefficiencies in medicine admission processes
2. Poor job satisfaction among Triagists
Inefficiencies in patient admission processes
• Redundancies in steps for patient admission to medicine teams from
the emergency department and other services caused significant
delays in admissions (Figure 1).
• A decentralized process not only delayed patient care but also
provided various opportunities for communication breakdown,
ultimately posing a risk to patient safety and quality care.
• Patients would commonly be inappropriately sent to the hospital
medicine service by the emergency department causing delays in
treatment or inappropriate use of bed space.

RESULTS
PDSA1:
• Reduction in number of steps by 50%
• Saved ~40 minutes of call time per week
• Positive feedback from HMS1 and Consult 2 attendings
PDSA 2:
• Saved a potential 14 medicine beds per week
• Potential 700 beds per year
• Triagists reported that the change was feasible and valuable

PDSA 3:
• Cut the ED consult to admit time by 20 minutes (35.5 to 14.2 minutes)
• Positive feedback from the ED
• Triagists found it manageable, but expressed concerns about feasibility during
high volume states
Fig. 1 General process map for patient inputs into medicine teams

Poor job satisfaction among Triagists
• Overly clerical nature of the Triagist’s position led to decreased job
satisfaction, threatening the integrity of the job and ability of the
hospital to retain this key position.
• Many of the advanced practice providers (APPs) who were primarily
charged with working as the Triagist felt that the role was too clerical
and that the job undervalued their clinical expertise.
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